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a gas with temperature less than Te incident upon a 
surface with temperature higher than Te , the molecules 
desorb with temperature Te. For gas temperatures 
higher than T e , "normal" accommodation results. It is 
conceivable that Te for H2 on tungsten is near room 
temperature; this would lead to the results of Smith and 
FiteS as well as cause both kl and k2 to be independent of 
gas temperature for the range of the present work. 

Since the complex for condensation into the precursor 
is not accommodated to the surface, we have, from the 
absolute rate theory, 

(2) 

where q* is the molecular partition function of the 
activated complex with the contribution from the de
composition mode factored out, qr is the rotational 
partition function of the gas molecule, and a is the 
transmission coefficient required for nonequilibrium 
situations. For hydrogen, a is of the order of 0.3 and 
tends to decrease with increasing temperature.6 Any 
restrictions on the translational or rotational freedom of 
the complex will oppose this trend. Since these restric
tions are likely to be slight in a physisorption complex, 
we expect '17 to be nearly independent of gas temperature. 
Thus, in the context of this argument, the sticking 
probability is independent of gas temperature for the 
range 77° to 273°K. 

It was assumed earlier that the whole surface was 
available for dissociative chemisorption. If 'I7~0.3 and 
the entropy of activation for chemisorption from the 
precursor state is less than that for desorption from the 
precursor state, any serious restriction on the available 
area for chemisorption would force the chemisorption 
sticking probability to be far less than the value 0.1 
observed by Hickmott.2 
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SEVERAL investigatorsl--4 ha,:e repo:ted the pres
ence of a band near 71 cm-1 m the mfrared spec

trum of polyethylene. Although thought at first to be 
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FIG. 1. Infrared spectra of (a), commercial high-density poly
ethylene (b), an n-paraflin, C36H74 and (c) a deuteroparaflin, 
'''ClooD202• 

due to an impurity,2 it was soon showns.4 that the 
intensity of this band is correlated with the degree of 
crystallinity of the polymer. This has led to the sug
gestionS that this band is associated with a vibration of 
the crystal lattice, and in particular that it originates 
from one or both of the predicted5 infrared-active trans
lational modes of the lattice. We wi"h to present experi
mental evidence which confirms this assignment, and 
also to discuss the basis for the observed variation in 
frequency of this band with temperature.s 

Spectra of a commercial high-density polythylene, of 
an n-paraffin (C s6H74), and a deuteroparaffin (approxi
mate composition ClooD202) were obtained at room 
temperature on a Perkin-Elmer 301 spectrophotometer, 
and are shown in Fig. 1. The absorption maxima were 
found at 71.0, 71.5, and 66.5 cm-I, respectively. The 
presence of the 71-cm-1 band in the spectrum of the 
n-paraffin shows that this frequency is associated with 
the vibrations of the two planar zigzag carbon chains 
in the orthorhombic unit cell,6 and rules out any possi
bility that this band might in some way originate from 
the fold regions of folded-chain crystals7 (since the 
n-paraffin contains no such folds). The shift in fre
quency to 66.5 cm-1 in the deuteroparaffin is consistent 
with an assignment of the 71-cm-1 band to an infrared
active translatory mode of the lattice.6 Such a mode 
would be predicted, on the basis of a harmonic 
model, to shift on deuteration to 71.0/(mcDjmcH2)!= 
71.0/1.07 = 66.4 cm-I, in excellent agreement with its 
observed position. Normal vibration analyses8 •9 also 
indicate that such a translatory mode is to be expected 
in the region near 71 cm-I, further supporting the pro
posed assignment. Finally, the spectrum of n-C 2oH42 
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showed no absorption band near 71 cm-I, which would 
be predicted on the basis of the above assignment since 
in the triclinic structure of this n-paraffin there is only 
one chain per unit cell.lo,n 

From measurements made at 300°, 190°, and 1000 K 
it was founds that the frequency of the above polyethyl
ene band decreases with increasing temperature, shifting 
6.5 cm-l between 100° and 300°K. No detailed explana
tion was offered for this behavior. We wish to point out 
that this phenomenon can be understood on the basis of 
the decrease in "effective" force constant, (a2Vjaq2)eff, 
with increasing chain separation at higher temperatures. 
Furthermore, the linear change of frequency with tem
perature can be predicted (the dataS fit exceptionally 
well the formula ii( cm-I ) = 80.7 -0.0323 T, where T is 
in Kelvin degrees, and the first term has been chosen 
so as to give a value of 71.0 cm-1 at 3000 K). 

The calculation for a translatory vibration along the 
a axis, the B 2u mode,5 was made assuming a Lennard
Jones 6-12 potential between chains and a dissociation 
energy of 300 cal/mole.8 ,12 The frequency was calculated 
as that of an equivalent diatomic molecule, i.e., 
ii= (t7rc) (k/p.)l where k=a2V/aq2 and p. is the reduced 
mass. The separation between chains was assumed to be 
governed by an average linear-expansion coefficient a. 
Since aT is small compared to 1, suitable approxi
mations were possible, and an equation of the form 
ii=73.6-583 aT was then obtained. Depending on the 
averaged value of a a chosen,13,14 the coefficient of T 
varied from about 0.027 to 0.058. In view of the sim
plified model treated, the numerical agreement must be 
considered satisfactory, and the assignment of the 
71-cm-1 band to the B2u mode as probable. (A similar 
calculation for the B 1u mode indicates that it would 
occur near SO cm-l and with a temperature coefficient 
about one-fourth that for the B 2u mode.) That an equa
tion of the observed form can be derived with coeffi
cients of the correct order of magnitude is an indication 
that the underlying physical assumption for the varia
tion of frequency with temperature is probably correct. 
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I T has been proved by Kohlrauschl and others2 that, 
for a two-electrolyte moving boundary such as 

KCI+-NaCI, the normality (C) of the following or 
indicator electrolyte (NaCl) adjusts itself behind the 
boundary according to 

(1) 

where T is the transference number of the subscripted 
ion constituent. More recently, both Bearman3 and 
Haase4 have shown by very detailed arguments that 
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of moving-boundary 
experiment. 

the Kohlrausch equation (1) is subject to a previously 
unsuspected volume correction. In this note the cor
rection is derived more simply and along the same lines 
as other moving-boundary formulas,2 and the resulting 
equation is then applied to the KCI+-NaCI data ob
tained by Currie and Gordon." 

Suppose that the KCI+-NaCI boundary in Fig. 1 has 
moved sufficiently far to form an appreciable length of 
adjusted NaCl solution, and then imagine that the 
upper part of the tube is rapidly irradiated to produce 
trace amounts of Na*. The NaCI+-Na*CI boundary 
so formed will move with the same velocity, V F liter/ 
faraday, as the KCI+-NaCI boundary since the space 
between them contains only the uniform adjusted NaCI 
solution. The uncorrected transference numbers are 
therefore given by the respective moving-boundary 
equations TK+=CKClVF, TNs+=CNaClVF, which on 
combination reproduce Eq. (1). The volume correc
tions depend upon the volume increases ~ V occurring 
between the closed Agj AgCI electrode and points in 
the KCI or NaCl solution, respectively, which the cor
responding boundaries do not pass.6 Thus,7 

~VKCl= V Ag - VAgCl+TK+ VKC1, 

~VN8Cl= V Ag - VAgCl+TNs+ VNaCl, 


